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BACKGROUND

use of SVBIEDs can be roughly divided

As the opposition started capturing and eventually making SVBIEDs based on BMP-

into three phases, each reflecting specific

controlling territory in 2013, they gradually 1 variants the most commonly used type.

In armed conflicts, the balance of power is operational environments.

began confronting the Syrian Army in a With the rear doors and hatch typically

often skewed one way. This is particularly

more conventional manner, employing welded shut, the encased BMP-1 hull

true when it comes to civil wars, where
numerically inferior breakaway factions
are pitted against the state and all that it
encompasses: a standing army, artillery,
tanks, and most crucially, an air force.
This disparity of arms, manpower, and
technology means that non-state actors
are generally at a disadvantage when
fighting against the state. To overcome
these challenges, nascent insurgencies
consistently opt

for guerrilla warfare

through ambushes, sabotage, hit-and-run
attacks, and raids, all of which normally
allow smaller units to avoid confronting
the might of the state head on. While these
methods of attack may wear down regular
armed forces over time, they are employed
from a position of inferior military strength.
One of the only weapons with the ability
to bridge the gap in military capabilities
between non-state and state actors is the
suicide car bomb. Sometimes referred to
as “the poor man’s air force,”1 it constitutes
the single most powerful weapon at the
disposal of most non-state actors.

When HTS first emerged as a serious actor
in Syria in 2012, it operated under the name
of Jabhat al-Nusra (JaN).4 Beginning in late
2011, the group initiated a campaign of
SVBIED attacks against both high-profile
state targets in major urban centers and
checkpoints and outposts of the Syrian
Army in the countryside.5 The SVBIEDs
used in this first phase were “covert” in
nature, in that they utilized civilian vehicles
with unmodified exteriors or seized army
vehicles, in an attempt to avoid detection
and

blend

in

with

their

operational

surroundings. Covert SVBIEDs are the most
6

tanks, armored vehicles, and artillery pieces would also amplify the blast wave upon
recently added to their arsenal as a result detonation, rendering it a superior shell
of their territorial expansion.9 In this new vehicle in all aspects but speed.
“conventional” operational environment,
JaN was forced to modify their SVBIEDs
to use them efficiently. The clear frontlines
that came with directly controlling territory
negated the stealth factor of covert
SVBIEDs, forcing the group to adapt its use
of this weapon. Soon, they began using uparmored SVBIEDs with steel plates welded
to the front of the vehicles, transitioning
into the second phase of SVBIED use.10
An SVBIED based on a BMP-1 used by JaN
against a Syrian loyalist target in Daraa on June
27, 2013.

commonly used type of SVBIED and they
have been employed in many parts of the
world by a multitude of non-state actors,
both past and present.7 The use of this

As fighting progressed across the country, it

type of SVBIED was logical for a group that

became increasingly conventional in nature.

lacked territorial control, and allowed JaN

Between 2013 and 2015, JaN completely

to both terrorize government-controlled

switched from using covert to up-armored

areas and knock out isolated checkpoints

SVBIEDs, as they began fielding them in

and outposts by approaching their desired
targets unnoticed before detonating large
quantities of explosives.8

The

group

also

began

jerry-rigging

An up-armored SVBIED based on a flatbed truck
used by JaN against a Syrian loyalist target in
Damascus on Feb. 6, 2013.

The use of SVBIEDs has been a cornerstone

Used as “shock and awe” weapons meant
to soften up positions before combined
infantry and armored vehicle assaults,
the group had in effect transformed the

of the wider Syrian opposition’s military

SVBIEDs out of captured armored vehicles,

strategy since the beginning of the Syrian

mostly variants of the Soviet-made BMP-

civil war in 2011.2 Throughout the conflict,

1 armored personnel carrier. With its

HTS has remained the most prolific user of

tracks and large rear troop compartment

SVBIEDs among all the disparate opposition

it was a natural choice, especially for

factions. However, its use of this powerful

targets requiring off-road capabilities. The

weapon has changed dramatically over

comparatively reserved use of SVBIEDs

time and evolved in a continuous attempt

by JaN (in contrast to that of ISIS)11 meant Beginning in 2015, JaN narrowed the
that the group employed fewer but larger geographical focus of its attacks to greater

to adapt to changing circumstances and
conditions on the ground.3 The group’s
1

overt confrontations with loyalist forces.

A JaN covert SVBIED based on a flatbed truck
used in early December 2012.

SVBIED into a conventional weapon.12 This
wholesale progression from using covert
to up-armored SVBIEDs is rare among
groups that employ SVBIEDs, although ISIS
made a similar transition as they rampaged
across Iraq and Syria in 2013-14.13

SVBIEDs against carefully chosen targets, Idlib Province in northwest Syria, where a
2

coordinated and prolonged offensive by the

However, HTS lost scores of these armored years. Beginning in early 2017, loyalist

group and its opposition allies commenced

vehicles

in forces began amassing their troops around
combat and as a result of using them as these small pockets, either capturing them

in the spring.14 With the help of more than a

throughout

the years

—

SVBIEDs — eventually depleting its stocks militarily or forcing surrender agreements.26
considerably. With mounting territorial By July 2018, the wider opposition had lost

dozen up-armored SVBIEDs (eight of which
were based on BMP-1s), they were able to

losses, the group began shifting toward control of most of the isolated enclaves,
using up-armored SVBIEDs based on pick- including Wadi
Barada,27
Zabadani,
23
up trucks in early 2017.
Madaya,28 Qaboun, Barzeh, Tishreen,29

capture Idlib city and successfully expel
loyalist forces from the entire province in
less than two months — an unprecedented
victory.15
However, this success led directly to
the Russian intervention in the conflict

eastern

government. This led to the third phase
of JaN’s use of SVBIEDs, characterized
by a decline in offensive efficacy. In 2016,
JaN and the rebels would fight a number
of crucial battles against loyalist forces
over the strategic city of Aleppo, where
the group employed more than two dozen
up-armored SVBIEDs (of which at least a
dozen were based on armored vehicles).17
While initially successful in the city’s
southern countryside and (temporarily)
lifting the siege that had been imposed on
the opposition’s urban enclave,18 the rebels
would eventually be expelled from Aleppo.

well as the entire southern Daraa Province.34

Smaller in size and with fewer resources

airbase in February 2018 by loyalist forces,

compared to ISIS, HTS and its predecessor

they managed to completely expel the

groups have always been more conservative

opposition from eastern Hama Province

in their use of SVBIEDs. As was mentioned

as well — further encroaching upon HTS’s

previously, this comparatively restrained

core territory in Idlib Province. After HTS

approach routinely pushed the group to
opt for using fewer but larger armored

against a Syrian loyalist position near Abu
Duhur airbase on Feb. 7, 2018, an extended

in the more “conventional” battles taking

Later in the year, a multi-pronged offensive hiatus would ensue. While loyalist forces
by loyalist forces and ISIS24 in eastern Hama consolidated their gains and continued
Province that continued into 2018 led to seizing territory elsewhere, HTS would not

place since 2013.22 While HTS would also
use up-armored SVBIEDs based on various
were by far the most common choice when

further territorial losses for HTS and the use any SVBIEDs in greater Idlib for more
wider opposition, reinforcing the group’s than a year.

attacking well-defended hostile positions.

lack of momentum and rendering its use

civilian vehicles, armored vehicle SVBIEDs

of SVBIEDs ineffective. The general loss of
initiative also had an effect on the nature of
HTS’s deployment of its SVBIEDs, moving it

get worse from there on out.

in a more defensive direction. By late 2017,

The following year would be marred by

the group almost exclusively reserved their
SVBIEDs for critical situations where they
were deployed to disrupt and slow down

Idlib Province,19 punctuated by a failed

rapid and mounting territorial gains made

offensive against loyalist forces in northern

by loyalist forces.25

Hama Province.20 However, it also became

its use of SVBIEDs.

carried out an up-armored SVBIED attack

vehicles (e.g. the BMP-1) as SVBIED shells

periods of costly inter-rebel fighting in

3

An up-armored SVBIED based on a pick-up truck
used against a Syrian loyalist position near Abu
Dali/Mushayrifa in eastern Hama on Oct. 8, 2017.

blow to the opposition, and it would only

the name of HTS21 — was again modifying

Homs,31

Following the recapture of Abu Duhur

Losing their hold in the city was a massive

apparent that JaN — now operating under

northern

southern Damascus,32 eastern Ghouta,33 as

An up-armored BMP-1 SVBIED used by Jabhat
Fateh al-Sham in western Aleppo city on Oct. 28,
2016.

in late 2015,16 which would again tip the
balance of power massively in favor of the

Qalamoun,30

An up-armored BMP-1 SVBIED transported to
the frontline, to be used against a Syrian Army
position near Abu Dali in south Idlib Province on
Oct. 8, 2017.

Apart from Idlib Province, opposition
territory had been spread out in small
pockets of control across the country for

An up-armored SVBIED based on a pick-up truck
used by HTS against a Syrian loyalist position near
Abu Lafa in eastern Hama on Oct. 30, 2017.

4

At the same time, major powers on both
sides continued negotiations. In May 2018,
the Turkish Army finished constructing
a dozen observation posts along the
opposition’s frontline with loyalist forces
and their allies, intended to prevent the
breakdown of an already shaky truce.35
When Idlib Province came under increasing
aerial attacks by Syrian and Russian jets in
the fall of 2018 — a sign of an upcoming
offensive — Turkey and Russia signed a
demilitarization deal aimed at creating a
25-kilometer-deep buffer zone along the
frontlines in opposition-held territory.36
However, the success of the deal hinged
on a far-fetched clause stipulating HTS
withdraw their forces and heavy equipment
from the buffer zone.37

THE 2019 OFFENSIVE
After having gathered on the Idlib frontlines
in late April 2019, loyalist forces launched an
offensive, citing HTS’s repeated failures to
withdraw their forces from the designated
demilitarized zone, despite extensions of
the deadline.38 After a week of intense aerial
bombardment by Syrian and Russian jets,
loyalist forces began advancing.39 On May
8, 2019, they seized control of the strategic
town of Kafr Nabudah in the northern Hama
countryside.40 In a failed bid to retake the
town on the same day, HTS used their
first SVBIED of the offensive. Approaching
southwards from Tell Hawash, the vehicle
came under fire before driving off the road
and detonating at a crossing directly west
of Kafr Nabudah.41 42

5

achieved a direct hit on a group of loyalist July,46 with the rebels losing control of Tel
fighters at a compound northwest of Tel Malah on July 29.47 On Aug. 1, the rebels
Malah.
were pushed back further when loyalist
forces captured Hasraya. On the same day,
HTS used an up-armored SVBIED against
a loyalist position there. Unofficial footage
showed that the SVBIED was another
example of the standardized up-armored
pick-up truck.
An SVBIED used by HTS northeast of Kafr
Nabudah on May 21, 2019.

In the next two weeks, loyalist forces would
continue their advance, absorbing more
villages and foiling repeated attempts
by HTS and other rebels to retake Kafr
Nabudah. After a short truce, HTS launched
a counterattack on May 21, employing
another SVBIED northeast of Kafr Nabudah,
before recapturing the town the next day.43
HTS would hold on to Kafr Nabudah until
May 26, when loyalist forces reclaimed it
after a wave of incessant bombardment.44
During the battles of Kafr Nabudah, one of
the SVBIEDs used by HTS failed, and the
attack was never claimed by the group. The
SVBIED, an up-armored BMP-1, got stuck
southeast of Kafr Nabudah near Sakhr
sometime between May 12 and 26,45 and
was later detonated by loyalist sappers.
On June 6, 2019, HTS launched another
counterattack, intending to reclaim
previously lost territory. The attack began
further south of Kafr Nabudah along the
frontlines, and the rebels were able to seize
Tel Malah, cutting off a loyalist supply route
between Muhrada and Suqaylabiyah. The
following day, an HTS up-armored SVBIED

An SVBIED attack carried out by HTS against
a group of loyalist fighters at a compound
northwest of Tel Malah on June 7, 2019.

On June 8, another HTS up-armored
SVBIED reached even further, striking a
loyalist position at the opposite entrance
of Jalmeh, a village northwest of Tel Malah.
Unofficial footage showed the SVBIED,
based on a pick-up truck, racing toward its
target.
Up until this point, the SVBIEDs used by
HTS were familiar designs that had been
used extensively in the years prior to the
2019 offensive. The distribution of shell
vehicles was also similar to recent years,
with the majority based on pick-up trucks
and a minority of larger examples based on
BMP-1s.
Following the June 8 SVBIED attack by HTS,
there would be a pause in suicide attacks
for almost two months. During June and
July, fighting mostly drew to a stalemate,
with sporadic raids and counterattacks
by both sides. However, loyalist aerial
bombardment ramped up again in late

An HTS up-armored SVBIED used near Hasraya
on Aug. 1, 2019.

With their sights set on Khan Shaykhoun
— the largest town in the southern part of
the greater Idlib pocket — loyalist forces
opened a second front in an attempt to
besiege opposition-held villages south
of the town. Advancing toward Khan
Shaykhoun

from

the

southeast,

they

were able to capture Tel Sukayk on Aug.
10, despite HTS conducting a successful
SVBIED attack on a group of vehicles there.
HTS would go on to use another two
SVBIEDs in their unsuccessful defense of
Sukayk village in the following days, one
on Aug. 13 and a second one two days
later, signifying an increase in the tempo of
SVBIED attacks.
6

that

However, HTS’s attempts to slow down the

to achieve a direct hit on a group of tanks

on the town’s eastern flank, loyalist forces matched the operational surroundings
easily rolled through rebel defenses west of in which it was used. This was the first
Khan Shaykhoun, capturing five villages.48 time HTS had manufactured and used an

loyalist advance were ultimately fruitless.

close to the village. Nevertheless, the town

In the group’s weekly newspaper released

was lost later the same day.54

Shifting their attention to the west, HTS used environment-specific SVBIED design. This
an up-armored SVBIED against a loyalist design type was employed extensively by

use of SVBIEDs was meant “to absorb the

position northwest of Khan Shaykhoun in ISIS in the Syrian and Iraqi deserts since
Madaya in the late afternoon of Aug. 16.
early 2016 in order to blend in with the

by the Russian occupation.”

However, as HTS was launching SVBIEDs rudimentary

camouflage

pattern

Two days later, HTS employed another open terrain and plains where advancing
50
SVBIED, this time also allegedly against a SVBIEDs had little cover. Facing growing
loyalist position in Madaya. While footage pressure in a gradually shrinking area, HTS
of the blast itself was never made public, likely sought to increase the success rate
footage released by HTS did show the of their SVBIED attacks in a similar fashion.

the day before, it was argued that the
attacks of the [loyalist forces] supported
51

Even so,

loyalist forces were able to capture Khan
Shaykhoun just two days later, on Aug. 20.

52

Having swept up the villages surrounding
Khan Shaykhoun, loyalist forces declared a
unilateral cease-fire in order to consolidate
recently acquired territory and prepare for
the second phase of the offensive.55 HTS
would not use any SVBIEDs for almost four

Under threat of imminent siege, opposition months, as the frontlines remained static
forces quickly evacuated territory south and fighting largely subsided.
of the town, allowing loyalist forces to

vehicle. It had been stored in a forward Later it would become evident that the
hide site on the eastern outskirts of Hesh SVBIEDs used by HTS earlier during the

capture the entire rebel pocket on Aug. 23.53

adjacent to the M5 highway, north of Khan offensive also had received brown paint
Shaykhoun, and was seen backing out and jobs that better matched the muddy

the new SVBIED design crashed in a field

speeding off toward Madaya, more than 12 operational surroundings during spring

Shaykhoun.

kilometers away. Interestingly, the vehicle and early summer.
was the first documented example of a

On Aug. 27, the new SVBIED design

Around the same time, another example of
south of Tell al-Tarei, directly east of Khan

49

new and improved design of up-armored

appeared again, this time as part of a

SVBIEDs used by HTS.

diversionary counterattack in southeast
Idlib, near Abu Dali. The identifying number
“45” had been painted on the windshield
armor, a first for this design.

An HTS suicide bomber sitting in front of two
up-armored SVBIEDs and speaking to the camera,
from a December 2019 Amjad video.

Around the time the loyalist offensive
resumed in December 2019, the group
proclaimed that the use of SVBIEDs had
“become an essential cornerstone in
battles,” and that it was “not restricted
to offensive use,” but “also has its role in
repelling the enemy.”56 As loyalists pushed

An HTS SVBIED workshop worker applies a
brown coat of paint on the vehicle’s standardized
armor kit using a spray paint gun.
HTS up-armored SVBIED backing out of its
forward hide site on the eastern outskirts of Hesh
on Aug. 18, 2019.

The armor kit mounted on the vehicle
had been painted in a tan color and
then covered in black dots, forming a

7

from the southeast toward Maarat alNuman, HTS launched an SVBIED against
a gathering of loyalist forces in al-Rafah

Later the same day, HTS would launch a
second up-armored SVBIED at a loyalist

An HTS up-armored SVBIED used against a
loyalist position near Abu Dali on Aug. 27, 2019.

village. Immediately after the blast, at
least two dozen vehicles and more than a
hundred loyalist fighters quickly withdrew,

position near Kafr Doun, the next village
over from Madaya. This was also one of the

When loyalists began advancing on al-

new environment-specific designs.

Tamanah, HTS employed another uparmored SVBIED on Aug. 29 that managed

fearing further attacks. This is a testament
to the psychological impact of employing
SVBIEDs. In the words of one of HTS’s

8

to mount. In just four days, loyalist forces

variants were fitted with identical armor kits was trying to divide Idlib into two pockets

“terror and horror in [the enemies’] hearts,” were able to capture Maarat al-Numan and
while at the same time “lifting the morale” extend their control over a long stretch of

to the example used on Jan. 26, suggesting by reaching for the Turkish border. The
they were produced by the same workshop. initial SVBIED at al-Qammari next to the M5

suicide bombers, the use of SVBIEDs inflicts

of fellow fighters.57

the M5 highway north of the town — with

However, the sizable counterattack yielded

On Dec. 24, a day after loyalists had captured

HTS detonating an up-armored SVBIED on

no results for HTS and the opposition. By

Jarjanez, HTS launched another SVBIED a loyalist position in Khan as-Sabil north

Feb. 4, loyalist forces were in the process

attack. Although the counterattack itself of Maarat al-Numan on Jan. 29 in order to
failed in recapturing the town, the SVBIED slow down the latter’s advance.58

of encircling the strategic town of Saraqeb,

attack was very revealing. As the vehicle
approached the town, it did so unhindered.

When the battle of Maarat al-Numan was

The few loyalist fighters who noticed

in full swing, loyalist forces commenced

the up-armored SVBIED ran in the other another simultaneous offensive, advancing
direction, while other groups of fighters into the opposition-held southern Aleppo

attack in nearby Miznaz the following day.
The opening attack struck a tank, while
the follow-up attack detonated close to

located directly adjacent to the M5 highway, a group of loyalist fighters examining the
less than 20 kilometers east of Idlib city. earlier blast site.
The following day, HTS used an SVBIED
east of Saraqeb near Dhababiyah in a failed
bid to stop the encirclement. On Feb. 6,
loyalists captured Saraqeb. HTS launched a

were too busy looting civilian homes to

countryside and the suburbs of western

counterattack from the southwest the same

care. In the end, the SVBIED managed to

Aleppo.

On Jan. 26, HTS used an up-

day, detonating two SVBIEDs in Nayrab and

detonate in the middle of the town without

armored BMP-1 SVBIED against a loyalist

ever being fired upon.

Dadekh, but the little momentum gained

position at al-Zahraa district on the outskirts

eventually faltered.

59

on Feb. 9 was followed by a double SVBIED

of western Aleppo.60
Drone pictures showing two SVBIED attacks on
the same loyalist position in Miznaz on Feb. 10,
2020.

Since the beginning of the loyalist offensive
the previous year, Turkish observation
posts along the 2018 front lines had one

Drone footage shows an HTS up-armored SVBIED
drive into the middle of Jarjanez and detonate
without being fired upon, Dec. 24, 2019.

When loyalist forces continued advancing
east of the M5 highway, HTS launched a

after another become surrounded and
An up-armored BMP-1 SVBIED used against a
loyalist position in al-Zahraa district of western
Aleppo on Feb. 1, 2020.

on two of the loyalists’ positions near al-

As part of a counterattack on Feb. 1, HTS

Tah on Jan. 2, 2020. The attack involved two

deployed

identical pick-up truck SVBIEDs, with both

SVBIEDs against loyalist positions in the al-

vehicles detonating next to loyalist tanks.

Zahraa district. Among the SVBIEDs used

However, the attack failed to reverse the

were two up-armored BMP-1 variants,

another

three

up-armored

isolated as the opposition’s territorial hold
contracted.61 When loyalists approached
strategic

As loyalists continued advancing north from

raid preceded by a double SVBIED attack

9

An HTS up-armored BMP-1 SVBIED used against
a loyalist position inside Nayrab village near
Saraqeb on Feb. 6, 2020.

Saraqeb along the highway, opposition-

towns

and

villages,

further

observation posts were constructed,62 but
they too failed at preventing advances and

held areas to the east collapsed, with an were surrounded as well. In February 2020,
Iranian militia group even capturing an the Turkish Army began sending hundreds
up-armored SVBIED left on the side of the of tanks and armored vehicles, along
road near Humeyra on Feb. 7. As loyalists with thousands of soldiers, across the

group’s territorial losses. In the final week of as well as a heavily armored bulldozer

began pushing northwest from the M5 into border, in an effort to shore up the failing
previously secure areas, HTS employed observation posts and prevent further

January, opposition territorial losses began that failed to detonate. Both of the BMP-1

63
multiple SVBIEDs, fearing that the former loyalist advances. Loyalist forces grew

10

bolder at the same time, and intentionally In the afternoon of Feb. 27, the most

The attack was carried out by Katibat al-

joint patrol near Ariha, injuring a number of

targeted Turkish convoys and outposts in

pivotal event of the entire offensive took

Tawhid wal-Jihad — a subgroup of HTS

Russian and Turkish soldiers, momentarily

early February,64 65 which in turn resulted

place. An airstrike hit a Turkish staging

consisting of Uzbek foreign fighters —

disrupting the cease-fire.79

in small-scale retaliatory air strikes by area near Balyun in southern Idlib’s
Turkey.66 Turkish President Recep Tayyip Zawiyah Mountains, killing at least 34
Erdogan also threatened loyalists with Turkish soldiers.71 The attack was a severe

and footage of the SVBIED revealed a

“direct military action” in the event of further escalation and prompted an immediate
Turkish casualties.67
Turkish response. Using a fleet of armed

of the vehicle was identical to previous
up-armored SVBIEDs used during the

drones and fighter jets, Turkey began

territory in greater Idlib Province, along with

offensive, the paint scheme was different.

systematically targeting loyalist positions

hundreds of villages and towns, amounting

Seeing as it was employed in the Zawiyah

SVBIED attack northeast of Miznaz near along the frontline, while continuing
Sheikh Ali on Feb. 12.68 Four days later, the artillery fire assisted HTS and other rebel

to 41 percent of the area formerly under

Mountains, a distinctively wooded area, the

their control.81 While many of the SVBIED

vehicle was given a green paint job that

attacks launched by HTS during this time

Ostensibly under the cover of Turkish
artillery fire, HTS would launch another

72

73
group detonated a BMP-1 SVBIED on a forces on the ground. The increased
loyalist position in Khirbat Jazraya as well, Turkish support temporarily shifted the

balance of power in favor of HTS and the

just south of Miznaz.

opposition, who went on the offensive and
After having captured the entire M5 recaptured some territory in the Zawiyah
highway and all opposition-held areas east Mountains. While HTS and the other rebels
of it, loyalist forces turned their attention

to Aleppo city’s western suburbs and
countryside. Meeting surprisingly little
resistance, HTS and other rebels were

momentum was short-lived. On March
2, loyalist forces were able to recapture
Saraqeb.76 In the end, advances made

support, commenced a renewed push to

by HTS and other rebel forces in the

retake Saraqeb in the vicinity of Idlib city,

Zawiyah Mountains were limited in scope.

loyalist forces began sweeping up the

Following high-level talks between the

remaining opposition-held areas northeast

leaders of Turkey and Russia on March 5,

Hama,

southern Idlib, and the al-Ghab plains. By
Feb. 27, HTS and other rebels had managed
to recapture Saraqeb, seizing more than a

impact. In addition to destroying scores

aircraft.75 However, the newfound rebel

other factions, aided by Turkish artillery

northern

Turkey’s drone strikes had a devastating

loyalists also lost more than half a dozen

territorial collapse continued. As HTS and

An up-armored SVBIED used by HTS subgroup
Katibat al-Tawhid wal-Jihad against a loyalist
position near Deir al-Kabirah in the Zawiyah
Mountains on March 1, 2020.

least

35

SVBIEDs in the 10-month period between
May 2019 and March 2020, the group and its
allies lost at least 2,200 square kilometers of

rapid loyalist advances, sometimes even

two loyalist jets over Idlib on March 1.

74

at

This illustrates a degree of versatility.

and killing hundreds of loyalist fighters,

the

employing

sense that they managed to abruptly halt

least two surface-to-air missile systems,

in

HTS
80

surroundings of this specific target area.

Mountains, Turkish fighter jets shot down

advancing

Despite

better corresponded to the operational achieved minor tactical victories — in the

Zawiyah

continued

by Feb. 17.69 A week later, the opposition’s

in

specific design. Although the construction

of loyalist armored vehicles, including at

easily pushed out of the key strategic area

of Kafr Nabudah

new variation of the group’s environment-

reversing hostile territorial gains — this was
always limited in scope and short-lived. This
was even more so than in preceding years,
as opposition and ISIS territorial losses
across Syria since 2016 facilitated loyalist
mobilization across the Idlib frontlines.
The increased pressure exerted by the
combined force of the Russian and loyalist
air forces, coupled with the expanded
ground deployment of the latter, in many
cases reinforced the inability of HTS and
other opposition factions to establish new
fortifications after their original ones were
captured, leading to withdrawals from
large areas without notable resistance.

another cease-fire was announced and Even when HTS committed significant
later implemented.77 Monitoring the truce, resources to defending their territory, the
joint Turkish-Russian convoys have since use of SVBIEDs was massively insufficient.
regularly patrolled a nominally “secure

This power disparity was not altered

while loyalist forces were able to sweep up

corridor” in opposition areas along the M4

substantially by the introduction of Turkish

another 20 villages, pushing the frontlines Building on their newfound momentum,
northeast of Kafr Nabudah further north and HTS launched an SVBIED attack on the

highway since March 15.

air power and artillery on the opposition’s

dozen armored vehicles in the process,

78

Four months

forming a rough line stretching westwards same day, targeting a loyalist position near

later, on July 14, an SVBIED attack was side, as two-pronged attacks by loyalist
carried out by a mysterious group calling forces often stretched rebel forces thin,

from Maarat al-Numan.70

itself “Kata’ib Khattab al-Shishani” against a preventing advances by the latter. Still, it

11 

Deir al-Kabirah in the Zawiyah Mountains.

12

is likely that HTS’s use of SVBIEDs slowed troop transport vehicles and technicals.83

in front of the vehicle’s frontal axle. Still,

down the advance of loyalist forces, even if Looking at the design and construction
only moderately.
of the SVBIEDs used by HTS, the most

the general armor kit has remained roughly instances been outlined by HTS personnel,

Looking at the overall statistics on HTS’s
use of SVBIEDs during this offensive, it
becomes quite clear the extent to which
the group has transitioned to using them in
a solely defensive manner. At least 22 (63
percent) of all SVBIEDs employed during
this 11-month period were used in two

the same throughout the offensive. Out

one of whom proclaimed that “the first

apparent development in the past year

of all SVBIED attacks where the vehicle

purpose of [the] operation is to get the

has been the introduction of environment-

was visible, more than 75 percent used

[SVBIED] to the wanted target.”87 As part of

specific paint schemes in an attempt to

pick-up trucks, with the remainder made

this concerted effort, HTS has mimicked a

blend in with operational surroundings.

up of different BMP-1 variants. The focus

tactic popularized by ISIS during the battle

Underneath the paint, the armor kits fitted

on pick-up trucks likely facilitates the

of Mosul. During the last year’s fighting, it

to the standardized SVBIEDs used by HTS

manufacturing of SVBIEDs, as standardized

became evident that HTS had established

have successively been refined since the

armor kits for identical vehicles are easier SVBIED support teams. When an SVBIED
attack was called in, a support team would
to produce en masse.

months, August 2019 (10) and February beginning of the 2019 offensive. According
2020 (12). These months involved some of to the group itself, equipping the SVBIEDs
the heaviest territorial losses for HTS in

with armor is the most important stage

Idlib, and it was then that SVBIEDs were

of

employed the most as part of a concerted

mounting the armor in a way that retains

the

manufacturing

process,

and

effort to slow down the group’s territorial maneuverability and ensures the vehicle’s
84
losses. The other 13 SVBIEDs (37 percent) arrival to its target is key.
used during this time period were scattered

Equally, if not more, important has been the
group’s heavy focus on navigation during
SVBIED attacks. Beginning in 2012, HTS’s

they trailed and recorded the vehicle from
above as it approached its target. During
the entire time, the support team was in

attacks and brief would-be bombers on
85

This routine

with on-the-spot directions and guidance
up until the point of detonation.

would continue, with the group refining

and September through November —

it over the years. Starting sporadically in

did not see any SVBIEDs used at all. In a
similar fashion, the geographical spread

2017, some SVBIEDs were equipped with

of the SVBIED attacks further illustrate the

touchscreen tablets next to the driver’s

defensive posture of HTS, as attacks were

seat, that had the coordinates of the target

successively conducted further north as

site programmed into a satellite imagery

time passed and the group’s territorial hold

app.86 This has subsequently become a

DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF
TACTICS, TECHNIQUES,
AND PROCEDURES

be assigned to it. Using quadcopter drones,

predecessor group JaN would regularly constant radio contact with the driver of the
use satellite imagery in order to plan SVBIED, and was thus able to provide him
their planned attack routes.

over five months, and four months — July

diminished.

The focus on navigation has in rare

Two refined examples of the standardized
up-armored SVBIEDs used by HTS during the
2019-20 fighting in greater Idlib. Unofficial picture
from hide site, published on Telegram on Dec. 27,
2019.

standardized feature of most SVBIEDs
used by the group since 2019.

A DJI quadcopter drone operated by an HTS
member. From an Amjad video release.

For example, while the driver’s viewing port
previously consisted only of a few slats cut

This was clearly evidenced on Feb. 7, 2020,

out of the windshield armor, this was later

when HTS released a short video showing

The manufacturing of SVBIEDs within replaced with a section of bulletproof glass,
HTS is carried out by a network of while the original armor slats could still be

an SVBIED detonating near Saraqeb the

facilities and workshops organized by the lowered on top for added protection. In an
“department of war manufacturing”82 that effort to better shield the vehicle’s tires,
also produces the group’s indigenous rows of steel chain sections were mounted
13 

day before. In the background of the video,
HTS suicide bomber using a touchscreen tablet
fitted to his SVBIED, which was used against a
loyalist position near Soruj on Jan. 20, 2018.

titled “guiding the martyr before reaching
his target and detonating his car bomb,”
members of the support team could be
14

heard talking to the driver, named “Khattab

for many years a standardized detonation killed in the resulting blast. This actually

al-Shamali,” as he advanced in his vehicle.

mechanism with multiple redundancies. happened on Jan. 31, 2020, when an SVBIED
The detonation mechanism is enclosed driver was able to park his vehicle close to

88

After the driver announced he had passed

in a small white plastic box, and is similar the target and escape unscathed. If the
in design to ones used extensively by vehicle does come under heavy fire during

a hostile vehicle and driven down a street,
he exclaimed: “Give me directions!” The

ISIS in their SVBIEDs. The box consists of its approach to the target, as is generally
two sets of priming switches, lights, and the case, the driver is able to set the timer

two members of the support team told the
driver to keep straight ahead, to “continue
to the west of the exit,” before ordering
him “toward the cemetery and then to
the houses.”89 Moments later the SVBIED
detonated, and a fireball lit up the sky.

A view of the live camera feed in the interior of an
HTS up-armored SVBIED used against a loyalist
position near Sukayk in southeast Idlib on Aug.
13, 2020.

whether the driver is injured or killed.

circuits, in case faulty wiring renders one Most SVBIEDs are already equipped with
of them inoperable. The use of priming remote detonation capabilities,93 but the

the driver’s cabin, and this serves a two-fold
purpose. Firstly, if the vehicle comes under

group’s SVBIEDs. On top of all this, and in

heavy hostile fire during an attack, the

case the vehicle still does not detonate,

drivers are in some instances able to lower

each driver is equipped with an assault rifle

the driver’s extra windshield armor on top of

and an explosive belt as a last resort.

feed on a tablet mounted to the interior of

An HTS command and control center with a live
drone feed on a TV monitor. From an August 2020
Amjad video.

of switches are wired on separate firing

switches is intended to prevent accidental addition of a digital timer connected to
premature detonations by drivers with itchy the detonation mechanism would further
trigger fingers.
guarantee successful detonations of the

The cameras are connected to a live video

Earlier on in the Syrian civil war, HTS’s

firing switches. When the priming switch so that it functions as a digital dead man’s
is flicked, the light is lit, indicating that switch, ensuring the vehicle will detonate
the firing switch is activated. The two sets when the time runs out regardless of

the bulletproof glass and rely on the video
feed instead. Secondly, and perhaps most
importantly, the cameras are equipped

predecessor group JaN would occasionally with thermal or night vision capabilities,
employ small numbers of remote- which facilitates nighttime operations.91
controlled vehicle-borne IEDs (RC-VBIEDs) And while most attacks claimed by HTS
in an offensive role. In order to be able to

in the past year have been carried out in

properly pilot these unmanned vehicles,

broad daylight, the ability to effectively

the group would mount cameras to the

strike hostile positions in the dead of night

front of the vehicles that assisted the

offers the group a significant advantage.

operators through a live video feed.

90

Since the beginning of the 2019 offensive,
HTS started mounting similar forwardfacing cameras on all of their SVBIEDs as

15 

Recent unofficial imagery suggest that
these cameras have begun appearing
on some of the group’s indigenous troop
transport vehicles as well.92

A standardized white box detonation mechanism,
found in all SVBIEDs used by HTS.

One new component present in all SVBIEDs
with a visible interior since last year has been
an improvised digital timer. The device,
also encased in a white box, is comprised
of a display and three different colored
buttons, and is connected to the detonation

The interior of an HTS up-armored SVBIED used
against a loyalist position near al-Sahafiyeen
on Jan. 31, 2020, where all the technological
components of the SVBIED are visible.

mechanism. Though improvised, it closely
resembles basic variants of digital timers,

Just as other parts of the SVBIEDs used

well. In the first examples, a square hole

The imperative of making sure the SVBIEDs

and can be used for two purposes. If the

by HTS have changed and evolved, so too

for the camera would be cut out of the

reach their intended targets also extends

driver is able to reach the designated target

have the explosive charges fitted to the

windshield armor. On the vast majority of all to ensuring the vehicles are able to

without taking fire, he can park the vehicle,

vehicles. Throughout the conflict, the group

examples though, the cameras have been

detonate when they are supposed to. All

set the timer, and retreat far enough away has utilized a number of different explosive

mounted on the roof of the driver’s cabin.

SVBIEDs employed by HTS have utilized

from the vehicle so as to not be injured or components, ranging from artillery shells
16

unexploded consisting of at least 280 kilograms of TNT.

have been vehicle groupings in most cases,

explosives TNT has a detonation velocity of 6900
based on ammonium nitrate. However, meters/second (m/s), more than double

hostile military personnel are often treated

ammonium nitrate explosives — placed in

that of explosives using ammonium nitrate,

charge design of a more powerful explosive

either plastic barrels or multi-purpose IEDs

which detonate at a speed of 3400 m/s,

coupled with fragmentation is ideal for this

made from steel pipe sections — have been

making it a massive upgrade in terms of

strategy, as the explosives have a greater

the most commonly used explosive charge

power.98 A main charge of hundreds of

chance of destroying (armored) vehicles,

in the group’s SVBIEDs since the early days

kilograms of TNT also has a far greater

while the added fragmentation increases

of the war.94

“brisance,” or breaking and shattering

the likelihood of casualties among nearby

power, and has a sharper, though smaller,

hostile military personnel.

and

anti-tank

ordnance

and

mines

to

homemade

as secondary targets. The updated main

Abu Darda al-Mughayr, an HTS SVBIED driver
who conducted an attack near Jalmeh on June 8,
2019.

blast wave compared to ammonium nitrate
charges.99

HTS

regularly

conducts

recruitment

campaigns to regenerate their ranks, and
even allows prospective fighters to sign up
online using apps such as WhatsApp and
Telegram.100 Fighters wishing to become

Explosive charges on SVBIEDs used by HTS/JaN
consisting of plastic barrels and multipurpose
IEDs filled with ammonium nitrate explosives.

However, in December 2019 HTS claimed
to have switched to using charges based
on trinitrotoluene, or as it is more commonly
known, TNT.

95

SVBIED drivers sign up for a waiting list,

HTS SVBIED workshop worker lifting up IEDs and
carrying them to an SVBIED. From a June 2020
Shamna video release.

While initially treated with

another video published by pro-HTS media

The IEDs were subsequently placed in

six months later in June 2020. In it, workers

a metal container fitted to the rear bed

at an SVBIED workshop could be seen

of the vehicle, and wired together using

assembling the main explosive charge of detonation cord. The container for the main
one of the group’s recently constructed charge was made up of two spaced metal
SVBIEDs. The charge consisted of at least sheets, with the void in between filled by
17 identical IEDs based on 10 liter olive oil steel rebar pieces and other small metal
aluminum canisters,96 some of which had objects meant to serve as anti-personnel
what appeared to be leftover TNT residue fragmentation upon detonation of the
main charge. After the main charge is set,
on them.97

the canisters to dry by workshop personnel.

17 

the container lid is sealed, which in turn
amplifies the blast wave.

but the choice of who becomes a driver is
rather arbitrary and not based on how long
one has been on the list.101 102 As recently as
June 2020, HTS updated the requirements

Out of all SVBIED attacks claimed by HTS
since May 2019, only about a third had

suspicion, this claim was confirmed in

The TNT was likely melted and poured into

An HTS SVBIED workshop worker placing IEDs in
the rear bed container of an SVBIED. From a June
2020 Shamna video release.

pictures and names of the drivers published
alongside

them.

The

overwhelming

majority of those had noms de guerre,
clearly indicating they were natives, and in
most cases locals of the areas in which they
carried out their attacks. This went even
further in some cases, such as the June 8,

for becoming an SVBIED driver. A statement
issued by the group’s “department of
martyrdom operations” stipulated that
fighters wishing to become SVBIED drivers
from then on were required join the elite
Red Bands (al-Asaib al-Hamra) units prior
to conducting an attack, and that future
candidates had to be uninjured, in good
physical condition, and unmarried.103

2019 SVBIED attack south of Kafr Nabudah.

Astoundingly, this was followed in late

The driver of that vehicle hailed from al-

September 2020 by claims from a source

Mughayr village, located just 9 kilometers

within HTS that the group’s leadership had

away from where he blew himself up. The

decided to completely stop using SVBIED

use of hyperlocal drivers in this context

attacks.104 105 This was allegedly both due

makes perfect sense, as they are likely to to the weapon’s inability to prevent loyalist

If completely filled, each individual IED

Looking at all the SVBIED attacks carried

be more motivated and intensely familiar advances during the most recent offensive,

would hold approximately 16.5 kilograms

out by HTS since May 2019, a pattern is

with the target area, again facilitating but also because of external pressure on

of TNT, resulting in an overall main charge

clearly visible. While the primary targets

navigation.

the group to counter its image as a “terrorist”
18

and “jihadist” group.106 Furthermore, the as well as the introduction of support
HTS source claimed that those still signed teams, tablets with target coordinates,
up on the SVBIED waiting list were to be live camera feeds, and the new digital
transferred to the Red Bands unit instead.107 detonation timers. All of these have likely
Although this tracked well with the June increased both the success rate of the
announcement, it was not confirmed by the group’s SVBIED attacks and the lethality of
group itself. Either way, the author remains the resulting blasts. Further innovations in
skeptical of the authenticity of the claims.
these areas are possible and even likely, as
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